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The communists of India are doing what they have been notorious for decades- i.e. killing
the poor and downtrodden with impunity and utter shamelessness. The killingfields of
Nandigram have proved once again that RED is the favourite colour of the bloodthirsty
communists, especially if that colour happens to be that of the “blood” of the village poor. What
Singur has witnessed in the weeks just gone by, Nandigram is watching in horror the real face of
these self-styled ‘pro-poor, secular and pro-labour’ communists. TATA is the new “four letter”
favourite word of the leftists after they have unceremoniously dumped MARX into the garbage vat
of history. At the same time, what the big brother communists are doing in West (waste) Bengal,
the younger ones (i.e. Maoists) are doing in the neighbouring Orrisa, Chhatisgarh and Jharkhandkilling people with vengeance. But the “tragedy” is that the people whether common man, low
level policemen or others who get killed in this “leftist-extremism or state-sponsored terrorism
are Dalits, Muslims and OBCs’’. The people who are playing politics are the Brahmin-Kayastha
coterie of Bengal. Whether it’s Pandit Buddhadeb Bhattacharya govt, ‘opposition’ Mamata
Banerjee, or the leadership of so-called ‘radical’ ultra-left i.e. Pandeys, Basus, Majumdars,
Sanyals, Bhattacharyas etc.etc, the whole leadership space has been monopolised by the
Brahminical class across the political spectrum. That’s the reason; the victims of all the violence
in “communist-infested areas” of this country are, as a rule, the Bahujans. Those who get killed
through police bullets are low rung cadres of these organisations who are mainly people belonging
to the downtrodden sections of the society. This is the drama being played by the communist
brand Brahminical class in the name of “fighting for the cause of the poor”. After fooling the
masses for nearly three decades in the name of ‘revolution’ and social justice, these manuvadi
communists have changed their theme song from Das Capital to Das Capitalism. How
“ruthlessly” these leftists of West Bengal killing the poor in the name of development and how
“shamelessly” their ideological offsprings of JNU are doing their daily-wage drama for the past
many days is seen to be believed. Not just the mainstream “leftist” but also the “ultra leftist” are
on rampage in their ideological domains of Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh and the surrounding belt.
Even in Chhattis-garh, the BJP govt. is playing the game of pitting “tribals against tribals” by
raising Salwa Judum and enjoying the sight of “brothers killing brothers” from the sidelines.
The strategy is the same whether it’s Bengal, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand or any other state.
Recently an OBC MP belonging to JMM was gunned down by brainwashed cadres of ‘‘ultra leftist”
brigade in broad daylight whereas, the fact is that in the past many decades, not even a single
Brahmin leader of these ‘ultra’ organisation has ever been killed either by police or rival
organisations, although they openly roam around giving interviews to media. Only the middle
level cadres belonging to OBC or Dalit society get killed by the police or in the so-called inter-gang
rivalries, whether it’s Bengal, Chhattisgarh, Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra etc. This is how the
“programme of pogrom” is being undertaken by the brahminical class of this country, irrespective
of the colour or hue of their fake ideological masks i.e. Red (communists), Saffron (BJP, RSS etc)
or mix-breeds (Congress, Socialists and their numerous editions).
The victims of this brahminical game is none other than the Bahujans, who sometimes get
easily fooled by this “cross-thread drama company” of India. The student politics of JNU is an
ideal and easy example to understand the plot and script of this brahminical drama to keep the
Dalits, OBCs, Religious Minorities permanently in state of ideological confusion and do not let
them think towards the easier way of becoming the ruling class themselves by using their “Right
to Vote”. The Bengal communists are playing the same game what BJP has played in Gujarat and
Congress has played umpteenth times in the last 60 years. Only their tactical attitudes are
different but their goals are the same.

